
T
here are a lot of symbols on plant
tags: ®, ™, PPAF, PP#. What do
they mean? With the increased pop-
ularity of vegetatively propagated
annuals has come a growing bewil-

derment over the differences among patents,
registered trademarks, unregistered trade-
marks and cultivar names. Since everything

begins with an idea, let’s start with ideas and
getting credit for them. 

Patents
A totally new and original plant can be

patented. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(PTO) issues plant patents to anyone who has
invented or discovered and asexually propagated
a new and distinct plant, including new culti-
vars. A plant can be new and distinct based on
several characteristics, from growth or flowering
habit to storage qualities to drought resistance.
This new plant can be a sport, mutant or
hybrid, and all of these terms are clearly
defined in the plant patent application. A plant
patent lasts for 20 years, after which time it can-
not be renewed. Patenting does not mean that a
plant is trademarked or vice versa.

Licensed To Sell
A patent excludes everyone except the

patent holder from growing or selling the
patented plant unless the patent holder licenses
others to grow or sell the plant on his or her
behalf. In exchange for this permission, the
licensee pays the patent holder a royalty.
Trademarks can also be licensed.

To satisfy the demands of the market,
rooting stations were established nationwide
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Grower 101: 

By Lane Greer

Demystifying 
Patents And Trademarks

The differences among 
patents, registered 
trademarks, unregistered 
trademarks and cultivars 
can be confusing. 
Read on for a breakdown 
of the different terms 
and symbols and what 
they mean to growers. 

A plant with ™ on the tag has not been registered.

Trademark – any word, name, symbol or device, or any combination thereof, that is used to identify
and distinguish a product from those sold by others. It is valid for 10 years and can be renewed forever.
All trademark names are published in the Office Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO).

® – This indicates that a plant has been registered with the PTO.

™ – A plant with ™ on the tag has not been registered. However, ™ does afford some legal pro-
tection. It may also be used if registration is pending.

Patent versus trademark – A plant patent lasts for 20 years and cannot be renewed. A patent-
ed plant may or may not be trademarked.

Trademark versus cultivar – Trademarks can only be used to indicate the source of the plant
(e.g., the nursery name where the plant originated), not an individual cultivar. Cultivar names can-
not be trademarked, although many plant tags are incorrectly printed to indicate that cultivar
names have been trademarked.

PPAF – This stands for Plant Patent Applied For. It is another way to say “patent pending.”

Abbreviations And Definitions Quick Guide
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for propagation firms to produce
and sell patented plant material.
These stations were granted
propagation licenses by demon-
strating exemplary growing prac-
tices, and competition for licen-
sure is fierce. 

Licensed rooting stations have a
great situation because more money
is generated per square foot than in a
regular greenhouse, but these growers
earned the right to propagate by
planning for the future — installing
concrete walks, adding thrips

screening, consulting with insect and
disease specialists, and consulting
with propagation experts. Much of
the income generated from patent
and trademark royalties is reinvested
into research or into promotion of
newly patented plants. �
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Proud Growers of

THERE’S
SOMETHING
NEW IN THE MIX
We’re making it easy to get a wide assortment  

of Begonia and Savvy Succulent™ plants with 

our new Mixers™ options.

With Savvy Succulent Mixers™, you receive:
� A total of 3 assorted trays

� 2 trays of 84 liners with 6 varieties per 

tray and 14 liners per variety

� 1 tray of 50 liners with 10 varieties per tray 

and 5 liners per variety

� Varieties selected by EuroAmerican

With Begonia Mixers™, you receive:
� A total of 3 assorted trays with 50 liners each

� 5-7 varieties per tray

� 5-10 liners per variety

� Varieties selected by EuroAmerican

Orders may be placed in increments of 

3 Begonia Mixers™ trays or 3 Savvy Succulent 

Mixers™ trays. To place an order, contact 

your broker, your Full Spectrum™ Regional 

Sales Manager, or EuroAmerican at 

888-323-0730 or www.pweuro.com.

pweuro.com

Write in 763

Why don’t more growers apply

for plant patents? First, the

process can be very long and

complicated. The Patent Office

advises applicants to hire a

patent attorney, and this attorney

must be registered with the

Patent Office. Second, the appli-

cant must pay a filing fee and an

issue fee, and the process can be

quite expensive. For example, a

small grower (one with fewer than

500 employees) would pay

between $1,800 and $3,000 for

attorney and PTO fees for each

patent; a large grower would pay

twice that amount. Third, most of

the submitted applications are

rejected the first time, and the

process takes a minimum of one

year. As a result of these obsta-

cles, large companies apply for

more patents than small- or

medium-sized propagators.

Plant Patent Applied For is the industry’s way of
saying “patent pending.” (Photo: Lane Greer)

Understanding
The Process
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When Patents Go Bad
Let’s say that after much time,

money and struggle, you have
obtained a plant patent for a new
and exciting rock cress. After a
year of disappointing sales, you
decide not to grow this plant. 

Since you own the patent and
you haven’t licensed anyone else to
propagate it, you are essentially the
only person on earth who can grow
it, at least for the next 20 years. If
you don’t grow the plant during
that period, it is lost for a generation. 

Trademarks
According to the Federal

Trademark Act, trademark means
any word, name, symbol or device,
or any combination thereof that
will be used to identify and distin-
guish a certain product from those

sold by others. Trademarks are
valid for 10 years and can be
renewed for perpetuity. A federal
trademark is identified by the sym-
bol ® or the words “Registered in
the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office.” State trademarks are also
available. The symbol ™ is used to
denote trademarks not registered
with the PTO.

Trademark names are pub-
lished in the Official Gazette of the
PTO. A cultivar name cannot be
trademarked, so it cannot be regis-
tered with the PTO. Cultivar
names can be registered under the
International Commission for the
Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants
and remain universally available
to be used by anyone. Cultivar
names should be designed so any-
one can use them (actual words
rather than a nonsensical collec-
tion of letters and numbers), but
it’s difficult to trademark an ordi-
nary word or name, so you end up
with compilations like Auspalette,
Ausjive and Ausbrother for David
Austin roses.

Trademark Patent
Because trademarks are much

less expensive to procure and
because they require less tedium
than acquiring patents, many
growers have sought to trade-
mark their products, thinking this
will allow them to sell new plants
without competition and provide
them royalties. However, a trademark
and a patent are not synonymous.

management
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Integrated Plant Health
information@dramm.com

www.dramm.com

920.684.0227

Hydra 50 Hydra ST50 Hydra ST100 Hydra Skid

Building on years of experience, Dramm has

perfected the hydraulic sprayer.

Call to learn about the ergonomic and performance 

enhancements of the Hydra line of sprayers.

Upgrade to the Dramm HYDRA.

•Easy-To-Use.
•Excellent Coverage.

•Variable Pressure.
•Multiple Uses.

Still Using That 
Old Sprayer?

Write in 764
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Trademarks can only be used to indi-
cate the source of the product, not an
individual product or cultivar. 

A series of plants can be trade-
marked. For example, let’s say
that Stellar® is the trademark
name in the series ‘Stellar®
Garnet’, ‘Stellar® Maroon’ and
‘Stellar® Butterfly’, but Garnet,
Maroon and Butterfly are cultivar
names, and cultivar names cannot
be trademarked.

If the cultivars are not patented,
anyone else can grow and sell
them using the cultivar name but
not the trademarked name of
Stellar. The plant cannot be sold
using a registered trademark of
another grower (or some other
entity). Using a similar trademark,
e.g., Steller, is also illegal. Again,
trademarked plants may or may
not be patented. 

Royalties
Breeders combat illegal propa-

gation of patented plants on a
global scale through organizations
such as Royalty Administration
International® (RAI). RAI is hired
by propagation firms to ensure
growers are following the rules.
Number of cuttings produced has
to be reported to RAI so that roy-
alties can be allocated appropri-
ately.  Tag companies,  patent
owners, sales and broker groups,
and other growers all  have a

responsibil ity to maintain a
working system.

Take-home message: Patents
and trademarks are considered
proprietary products because they
represent original work and are
protected by law. Cultivars, on the
other hand, are meant to be used

by the industry and the general
public for describing plants with
certain attributes.

Lane Greer, Ph.D., is based in
Portland, Ore., and is working on her
first book. She can be reached at
lanegreer@msn.com.
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Products That Work, From People Who Care™ | www.valentpro.com | 800-89-VALENT (898-2536) 

Read and follow the label instructions before using.

Safari is a registered trademark and Products That Work, From People Who Care is a trademark of Valent U.S.A. Corporation. ©2007 Valent U.S.A. Corporation. All rights reserved. 07P-1163
Safari is registered in all states except NY. Check with www.valentpro.com or call 800-89-VALENT (898-2536) for current registration status.

®

Nothing hunts like Safari.®

Rest easy knowing that when it comes to controlling insects, Safari® rarely rests at all. A super-systemic
insecticide, Safari is a broad spectrum solution with quick uptake and knockdown, spray or drench.
Enjoy a new level of command over even the toughest prey, including Q- and B-biotype whiteflies,
aphids, scale, fungus gnats, leafminers and mealybugs. And Safari’s residual
activity is unsurpassed, giving you longer control and a lot more peace of
mind. To see the science behind Safari, visit www.valentpro.com/safari today. Where the wild things aren’t.

®

Write in 759

LearnMore For more
information related to this article, go to
www.gpnmag.com/lm.cfm/gp050702

Reader Interest
Review Please write in the 
appropriate number on the Reader
Service Card to indicate your level of
interest in this article. 
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The different symbols used on plant tags
indicate whether the plants are registered,
trademarked and more.
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